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Changing of the Guard
By Chris D. Lockwood
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Loyola Sports Coming of Age
See Page
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Opening Soon!

Sneak Preview
of New Building
By Kathy McGuigan
and
Mary Ann Parlapiano
As the focus of the campus is directed toward the new building, it
becomes obvious that Loyola Law
School _is undergoing some drastic
and exciting changes.
The much anticipated new building is the initial stage in a threephase plan that is designed to improve the quality of education and
environment for students. The master plan attempts to provide for student needs ranging from education
to leisure. When the entire plan is
completed a "campus" environment will have been created.
The entire master plan has been
placed under the direction of architect, Frank a Gehry, the designer
of the Santa Monica Mall. Known
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On a quiet summer afternoon
about a week before the start of the
new semester a host of faculty members filed up the stairs and into the
faculty library. About a half hour
later.Prof. Rosen wandered out, not
seeming to be going any place in
particular. Somebody asked him
what the unscheduled meeting was
about.
"They're voting on a new dean
for the next year."
"Who is running for the job?"
"1 am."
"Oh. Who's your competition?"
"Nobody."
He was soon called back to the
meeting. It wasn't much of a surprise when a little later Dean Rosen
walked out of the room. Events
were moving quickly. Prof. Stewart
was the new Associate Dean.
But although that meeting and its
vote making arrangements came
only a week before the start of the
new academic year, the story begins
well beforehand.
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Dean Gerry Rosen
There had been no sign of illness
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politics before he ever became dean
art put it, Father Vachon was the the job, contingent upon acceptance
of Loyola in 1979. With all the criti- type who just wouldn't complain.
by the faculty. Although faculty apcism of California's Senator Haya"He nevet disclosed how serious his proval is not technically necessary,
kawa, Bruinsma turned his attenheadaches really were. His loss ob- without that approval "I wouldn't
tion
to
that
office.
Back
about
May
viously
is keenly felt by us all." He have accepted it and the president
for his use of concrete and glass,
of last year he circulated a memo had probably been sick for a long wouldn't have appointed me." This
Gehry has stamped the proposed
saying he was thinking of running
time, yet had been carrying a heavy led up to that faculty meeting in the
plans with his "high-tech" style.
for Senate, but wanted' to test the load anyway.
. library, where Dean Bruinsma anThere is use of large open spaces and
political
waters
for
support
first.
nounced his resignation and Dean
The
loss
of
his
associate
dean
put
throughout the entire new building
Dean Bruinsma had planned to pressure on Dean Bruinsma to make Rosenwas formally instated.
there is a feeling of airiness and
take a leave of absence for the cam- a decision. About the middle of the
Prof. Rosen had planned to take
light.
paign and his plan was approved.
his sabbatical. The year off is usualsummer he decided the political
An improved atmosphere is sure
He was away quite a bit toward the waters were warm enough and that
ly spent doing research and writing
to come with the move to the Fritz
end of the semester, but with Asso- it was time to plunge in. But he or some traveling. "I planned to do
B. Burns building.
ciate Dean Vachon around there couldn't leave Loyola until a new some of both," he said. Taking on a
The first floor of the new strucnew full-time job interfered a bit
dean was found to replace him.
ture, which consists of four floors, is wasn't really much of a problem.
The
Dean
was
trying
to
gauge
his
with
those plans. But as Prof. StewNormally
the
process
of
selecting
devoted entirely to student activisupport and decide whether or not a new dean for a prestigious law art put it, "When the president
ties. It includes a large, newly-furto run for office when events forced school is a lengthy one. To give time
asked him to do the job that had to
nished student lounge, the cafeteria
a decision on him. In June, Father
enough to make a proper search, the be done, which was to step in when
(also newly-furnished), student orVachon went into the hospital, and administration decided to choose a the school was in need, Gerry put ,
ganization offices and lockers. Asin only a few days when had died temporary dean for the 1981-82 the school and his loyalty to the
sistant Deans McAlpin-Grant and
school year and use the time in a school ahead of his own desires."
from his illness.
Ramos are also hopeful of having a
search for a permanent dean.
student health room which would
What the Dean Does
Unexpected Death
be staffed on a weekly basis by medAfter naming Clinical Director
ical personnel who would care for
So just what does a dean of a law
People in the administration
Arnie Siegel as Dean pro tern,
routine health problems.
(Continued on page 6)
were shocked at his sudden death.
Loyola's president, Fr. Merrifield,
The second floor will bring the'
administrative offices to one easily
accessible location. The dean's offices, student service offices (Registrar, Financial Aids, Student Accounts, etc.) and three classrooms
will be located there .
The committee will meet regurifield, S.J., President of LMU, and
By Maria Walp
The third floor houses faculty ofGerald Rosen, interim dean of Loy- larly, receive and screen resumes,
fices, the faculty lounge, a faculty
Two students, one day and one ola Law School, are working to put and interview candidates. After
library and three classrooms. Facul- '
narrowing the candidates to apevening, will serve on Loyola Law together the committee.
ty offices make up the entire fourth
proximately three, the committee
Si-hool's
new
Dean
Search
Comfloor.
will recommend them to Father
mittee. A Jotice on the door of the
As one can see by looking at the
Professor Lloyd Tevis comStudent Bar Association office invit- mented that inflation increases the Merrifield. The university presioutside of the building, Mr. Gehry
ed anyone interested to submit possibility of the new dean being a dent will then choose one, which
uses glass as a major component in
name will be sent to Loyola's faculqualifications on two typewritten
his designs. The pleasant results of
local person. The real estate market
pages to the SBA by Tuesday, Sep- in Los Angeleshas made it more and ty for ratification.
this are windows (not only in every
The two student members of the
tember 29, 1981.
office and classroom, but in interior
more difficult to move into Calicommittee will not only participate
walls too), skylights, and a large,
fornia urban areas from elsewhere,
in the selection process, but keep the
The other five members of the said Tevis.
glass-walled foyer at the center of
SBA informed of the committee's
committee
will
be
three
faculty
the fourth floor. From that foyer a
progress, according to Zinno
members,
one
member
of
Loyola's
On
Wednesday,
September
30,
prominent stairway, which Mr.
After the committee members
Board of Visitors (lawyers and non- the SBAs were scheduled to anGehry used to symbolize the knowlhave
been chosen, Father Merrilawyers
who
advise
the
dean
on
varnounce
the
names
of
the
two
student
edge of law descending through the
ious matters) and one member from members of the Dean Search Com- field and current dean Rosen will
centuries, stops at the planned site
the administration of Loyola Mary- _mittee,according to Day SBA presi- present the names to Loyola's faculof the moot court.
Jeff Zinno And, said Dean ty for comments and objections, if
mount University, according to
There are, however, elements in
n-Grant, by August 1982, there are any, which will be
sistant Dean Lola McAlpin-Gr
(Continued on page 6)
brought to Dean Rosen's attention.
should have its new dean.
She added that Father Donald

Students Sought for Search
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Loyola News Briefs

Loyola News Brlets

Court Board participates in various
national and local competitions. To
date, the' Board has been invited to
participate in a national advocacy
competition, a Labor Law competition and a Copyright and Patents
Law competition. This-year Loyola
will host the American Bar Association's National Moot Court Regional Competition in November.
The Scott Moot Court Board
wishes
the Fall participants
"GOOD LUCK!" -,

ELJ
The .Iirst edition of the Loyola
Entertainment Law Journal was
distributed to the legal community
in May of 1981. Judging from the
overwhelming national response,
the journal is well on its way to national prominence.
The staff is currently working on
a second edition and is looking for
qualified members of the student
body who are interested in joining
the Journal's staff. It has been requested that all inquiries be placed
in the JournaTs mailbox in Gil's.
Additionally, the Journal is on sale
at the Student Accounts Office at
the price of $5 for students and $10
for the general public.
- Mark Weinstein
ELJ Staff

_Christian Legal
The Christian Legal Society will
be meeting on Mondays from 3:3D
to 4:30 p.m. in room T-2. We are a
Bible study group. Our sponsor is
. Thomas Meganhey, a Presbyterian
Minister, although the group is nonEditor-in-Chief
Mitch Earle
denominational.
News Editor
Shelly Weisbart
This
year
we
plan
to
take
one subFeatures Editor Laura Cuddy
ject every week and examine bibliEditorial Editor
Duff Murphy _
.cal passages. concerning that issue..
Cop)' Editor
Terry Canfield _
Subjects include Wisdom, Morality, Doubt, etc. The purpose of the
This newspaper. is published eight times during the school year by
group, which is part of a national
The Loyola Reporter, which takes full responsibility for its content.
organization, is to attempt to help
All inquiries should be addressed to Editor; The Loyola Reporter,
people keep their Christian ideals
1440 W. 9th St., Los Angeles, Calif. All rights reserved. Copyright
in their future profession as law1981.
.yers. The group also emphasizesthe
'" II
duties one has as 11 Christian attorney.
-r,

I wish to extend a warm
welcome to all the new
students as we'[as' all the
returning studentsand faculty.
It's always a-pleasure to serve.
you.

We Have It All!
'HORNBOOKS, TREATISES,
STUDENT OUTLINES
AND STUDY AIDS

'LEGALBOOK
STOREIN,C.
,

'

, LATEST LAW AND REFERENCE
BOOKS AND LEGAL SUPPLIES
316 West 2nd Street
(Between Broadway & Hill)
Los Anqeles , California 90012
(213) 626-2139 / 626-3494
You May Use Your
BankAmericard or Master Charge

P.A~D.
Phi Alpha Delta, Ford Chapter,
is part pf the largest law fraternity

in the world. This year the CHapter
has many events scheduled on both
professional and social levels.
Regional Phi Alpha Delta, or
PAD, is scheduling its annual
Judges Night on Thursday, October
- 22, at the Variety Arts Theatre.
This event enables law students to
meet PAD alumni and judges on a
personal level and is a great way to
begin building one's professional
network. Reservations are open to
, PAD members at $10 per person.
Paid-up members, however, will

have their ticket subsidized so that it
will cost them only $5,
PAD membership drive takes
place again on Tuesday, October 6,
from 4:30-6:00 p.m. in room T-l.
All Loyola students are encouraged
to attend. There will be refreshments and PAD members will be on
hand to talk about the fraternity.
Initiation of new members is scheduled {or Saturday, October. 24,
1981, at the Los Angeles Federal
Courthouse, with a BBQ tentatively scheduled afterwards. Events in
the planning stage are a Law Firm
Night; panel discussion with practicing attorneys on how they got
started in a law firm; Bar Review
(of local bars); interchapter speakers' night and PAD party.
If you cannot make it to PAD's
membership drive; but want to find
out more about PAD, just drop a
note in our box in Cil's with your
name and phone number.
Our fraternal order is open to all
law students. Members are needed
to-act as chairpersons and com~ittee members. We do not discriminate on the basis of race, creed, sexor national origin, nor is membership based upon grades.

IILJ Brief_ Summaries

.:

Moot Court
How would you like to spend two
consecutive November Saturday
mornings at Loyola Law' School
dressed in a suit waiting to deliver
the most compelling argument of
your life to-t'a panel of thr~ judges?
Sounds like fun, huh? This year 85
second and third year students will
go through this ritual entitled "Scott
Moot Court."
The purpose of the Scott Moot
Court program _isto provide a forum Ior -simulated appellate advocacy. Each semester participants
-are presented a factual situation with two legallssues. They write-a
.bdef and.orally argue twice in front
ot a panel of judges. The fudges are
usually practicing attorneys or law
- school Faculty members, Based on
their performances from two semester's of preliminary
argument,
twelve contestants are selected for
the semi-finals and ultimately six,
for the finals. The judges fOI' last
year's final. round were California
Supreme Court Justice Stanley
Mosk, recently-appointed
state
high court Justice Otto Kaus, a
Loyola graduate, and United States
9th Circuit Court of Appeals Judge
Arthur Alarcon.
This semester's interschool competition involves a criminal law
problem which Focuses on insanity ,
and Miranda issues. An informational meeting for the program was
held on August 27 in the Moot
Courtroom. At the meeting, profes, sor Gideon Kanner, the Scott Moot
COurt faculty advisor, addressed
the participants on the rewards of a
career in civil appellate advocacy.
The briefs on the Fall problem
are due November 2 with oral
rounds presently scheduled to begin
the following weekend. The topranking participants in the Fall
competition will have the opportunity to continue Spring semester
in the Scott Moot Court Honors Program. The semi-finalists of the
Spring competition will compose
the Moot Court for 1982.
The 1981 Scott Moot Court
Board is composed of Phil Ashey,
Marilyn Butler, Randy Bartell,
Mark Hoffman, John Stovall, Mark
Drever, Cina Putkoski, Ed Deason,
Shannon Gallagher and Gayle
Tamler. In addition to running the
interschool competition, the Moot

ILJ Boar,1 oj Editors: Frank Fine, Editor-in-Chief; Jim Redwood; Executive Editor; Articles Editors Cheryl Faris, Lesley Mehran; Note and
Comment Editors David Brandon, Sande Buhai, Christine Von Wrangel;
Acquisitions Editor Cathie Sherman; Business Editor Janice Burrill; Promotional Editor Pat Feavel, and Associate Editor Maureen McKinley.
Foreign Sales Subsidiaries by _ been given in-various countries.
Alan M. Crosman.
_
Gunter first discusses the DeelaMr. ~rosman analyzes the ration itSelf and the ways in
factors to be consideredby an 'Which it is intended to affect the
American firm in -deciding
operations of transnational buslwhether it should establish a fornesses and their relationships
eign sales operation, whether the
with host and home country
foreign sales entity should be ingovernments. He then analyzes
corporated under the laws of the
the effectiveness of current
country in which it is situated,
reporting procedures in pro-"
and whether certain geographividing accurate follow-up data
cal locations are more advantaon implementation of the docugeous than others. In particular,
ment. Finally, he compares ILO
the author discussesthe relative
research in the field with other
advantages of placing a foreign
relevant instruments, specificalsales office in the United
ly the United Nations Code, the
Kingdom, the Antilles, Japan,
Guidelines of the Organization
and other locations.
, for Economic Co-operation and
Development, and a draft direcSection 337 lnoestigations tive of the European Economic
Unfair Import Practices.by Halo
Community.
H: Ablondi and H. Henning
Vent.
Section 337 of the Tarriff Act
International Aspects oj Gerof 1930, as recodified in 1979,
man Estate Law by Michael
may be used by American manu- . Coester.
facturers and sellers to prevent
In his article, Dr. Coster comthe importation
of foreign
pares German and American.
goods, if the effect of such imporstatutory estate law, concentrattation is either to injure an ining on issues involved in both the
dustry or prevent its establishtestamentary
and intestate
ment, or to restrain trade in the .transfer of real and personal
United States. The authors disproperty involving, dual nacuss the procedure followed in
tionals or persons with more
investigations before the U. SO.In;
than one domicile. Dr. Coester
ternational and Trade Commisgoes on to analyze national difsion as well as the elements that . ferences in the field of probate
comprise a violation of this secand administration of estates.
tion.
Throuzhout th" ~.rti,..Je,with the
aid of hypothctir-als, .he author
The International Labour ot:
presents common conflict of
flee Declaration on Multinalaws problems that arise in the
tional Enterprises, by Hans
field, offering practical solutions
Gunter.
based on the rules of the approMr. Gunter outlines the prinpriate jurisdiction involved. Of
ciples of the non-binding, 1977
particular interest is his knowlILO Declaration on Multinaedge and use of the California
tional Entcrprises and Social
Probate Code, as it interacts
Policy and the effect which it has
with parallel German statutes.
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Deans' Corner
As an inquisitive young law student, I once asked one of my professors
why my law school sttessed the teaching of only legal theory and did not offer COUfSesin the practical aspects of our profession.
."We believe;" he replied, "that we should limit ourselves to what we can
do supremely well. As academics,we do not think we can do a similar job
with the nuts and bolts aspects of law practice."
.
I always accepted that analysis as an article of faith and through the
yeats, that faith led me to doubt the wisdom of undertaking to give law
students training in what today are called "lawyering" skills. But the dead
hand of my past did not fall equally heavily on the shoulders of most of my
faculty colleagues; and under their enthusiastic leadership, Loyola Law
School stepped boldly into the uncertain future of practical training. It
took over and sponsored a legal aid clinic. It placed students as externs in a
variety of governmental offices. It undertook to develop techniques for usi~g practical methods to instruct students in legal writing, especially in the
arcane field of Civil Procedure; an undertaking which, after experimentation with a variety of teaching methods, evolved into the Civil Procedure
Workshop as we know it today.
The latest development in this long progression has been the new course
in Lawyering Skills which is being launched thissemester. In recent years,
alternatives to our legal aid clinic (such as, for example, law office
clerkship Jobs) drew many students away from participation in the
representation 'of live clients in actual legal controversies. faculty and
funds were therefore freed for alternative approaches to practical training
and their availability led the Faculty to undertake to train our students in
. four of basic skills of practicing lawyers: fact-gathering, client counseling,
negotiation, and drafting legal documents.,
.
I 'have always had doubts whether we could teach practical skills
"supremely well." But at the same time 1cherished the belief that we as a
school should not properly shroud ourselves in lhe wisdom of the past but
should develop our own capabilities and improve our services to students
by experimenting with the new methods of moving students toward a high
level of professional competence. Accordingly, I joined my colleagues in
supporting this new course.
• Diversity necessarily characterizes the Lawyering Skills classes. The
professors teachings these classes all have different experience and talents.
And their perceptions 'of negotiation, as an example, will necessarily depend on their areas of professional activity. In reality, the business'
bargaining of a corporate lawyer, the plea bargaining of a criminal
lawyer, and the settlement dickering of a personal injury lawyer are very
different processes, requiring either unusualinnate ability or lengthy experience. But there are also areas of similarity and our objective is to lead
students throughsome of the early.pacesto start you on your way.
For those of you, especially in our night classes, who already have had'
experience in some of these "lawyering" activities, our instruction may
simply add a new dimenSion to the body of knowledge you already have.
For' othersless experienced, new vistas of knowledge.will open up. But
whether old'hands or beginners, all participating students should discover
newinsigbts in this newcourse~
_ ..
_ . Our faculty
remain open-minded and experin;reIIt~jn Itsevaluation
of the quality and value of the course in Lawyering Skills'and 1 should indeed be surprised if changes in presentation were not made as time goes on.
The ideal objective will remain, however, to present this kind of professional training "supremely well." Hopefully, we will do a good job right
from the start, and, each change-in presentation will not be an improvement but only a refinement. In this honing process you, the students are
essential participants. Your constructive comments and evaluations will be
extremely important to the faculty in its review of the first semester.You
thus have a responsibility to future students, and your thoughts will help
carry <?_utthis duty.
-

will

.Gerald P. Rosen

Dean and Professor ot-Law
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97% LegaUy Employed

Job Prospects Good
For '80 Admittees
By Joan Profant .
Director of Placement

FINAL EMPLOYMENT REPORT - JUNE 1, 1981
Class of 1980·

:..:. :..'. : :....~:1~:
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Are the rumors true that graduate lawyers are Spendtl'lg their days Graduates Not Seeking
,
:
12
catching the big wave at the beach? Status Unknown
.42
Are the classic stories of turning to a Total Number Admitted to Practice
,
239
career of aligator wrestling and reTotal Graduates
322
finishing furniture because there . 'Eligible: According to the, National Association for Law Placement, the definition of eligible is defined as
In order to practice law, there is a basic requirement of taking and passing a state bar examination.
are no jobs in the law indeed ac- follows:
Those who do not take or don't pass the bar examination, should therefore be excluded from the employment
curate? Sorry. you'd better invest in market, at least to the extent that they are not competing with qualified graduates for legal positions.
a briefcase now. YQ\l'1lbe working
EMPLOYMENT PATTERNS
\
and sweating and commuting along Private Pr-actice Law Firm
'. .. 138
77 %
with the best.
Solo
,
5
Small (2-10)
76
We have completed the survey of
Medium (1l-25)
28
our most recent class one year after
Large
(26-50)
:
10
graduation. Itprovides information,
Very Large (over 51)
19
about graduates who received adGovernment Practice. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 12
'6. 7 %
mittance to practice either in the
Federal
2
Spring or Fall ofl980. WehavespeState
, . . . . . .. 2
cific information from all but 40 inLOcal
8
dividuals and find 97 % are em- Corporate Counsel.
' 9
5.8%
ployed in legal areas.
Judicial Clerkships
~.10
,
5.6%
There are several trends worth . Alternatives to Practice
,
7.,
3.9%
noting. A very interesting and en- Accounting Firms.................
3
1.6 %
oouraging result is that we have had None in Public Interest, Legal Services or Military
a dramatic increase in the number'
SALARY SURVEY INFORMATION
and percentage of graduates secur- .
Class of 1980
.
Compensation for New Lawyers
ing employment in firms with more
(Based on 80 Responses)
than 50 lawyers.
RANGE .",'
$12,000 to $33,000
Om graduates, when given the
- AVERAGE. . . . . . . . .. . . .. 23,025
.chance, do compete favorably with
MEDIAN. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 24,000
.other "first rate" law graduates. As
Private Law Firm
RANGE
MEDIAN
several years of favorable cycles are
$22,500
. SMALL
$15,000 to $30,000
completed, Loyola momentum
MEDIUM
16,000 to 30,000
22,500
should ease the employment' ot
LARGE
, 18,000 to 30,000
23,000
greater numbers of students via the
VERY LARGE
26,000 to 33,000
28/000
on-campus route. The "experimenGovernment
17,500 to _28,500
24,000
tal" mentality will be removed from Corporate Counsel
28,000
the recruiter's psychology and students with class ranks that dip lower
in the class will get more attention
torney Bulletin for-new graduates
departments continue not to recruit
as Loyola'ssuccess solidifies.
out' of law school, but seek 'one to
This access to more lucrative ern- and admittees. The other specific
ployers hav~ swerved the median mechanism for "assisting" those
three year lawyers. There are other
changes _in oUT basic patterns.
salary for our new lawyers to a who will not find work while in law
higher level thari mere cost of living school is individual career counsel- Thanks to Professor Liebler and facfrom 1979 would explain, The me- ing. After four years, the informaulty efforts, our judicial clerkship
tion, advice and network of support· opportunities have dramatically exdian is $24;000 for last year.
accumulated is at last reaping re- panded and correspond to our big
. wards for our students.
Other Job Markets
firm market. There are the same
The outstanding support of the basic number of graduates choosing
The development of other job
Alumni Association Board of Covan alternative to practicing law as
markets has: been accomplished
ernors, as well as the great number
in past years. More placement work
more readily -because of the inof alumni who responded to our has to be done to develop diversity,
creased number and quality of law
Spring solicitation letter, is showing but the harsh facts of a narrow job
.clerking positions obtained and the
results.
market have to be recognized.
full flowering of the Graduate AtDespite Loyola's success story, I
feel the.market is not as generous as L.A. Healthy
last year. The opportunities in legal
To counter these losses, we are
services and public interest are not
fortunate that private law firms are
available. The government practice
hiring. Firms 'seem to be comfortawith Law Review for people; we're percentage continues to decline.
bly expanding and want to hire selseeking to attract a different sort of Local and state government agenect graduates from the good law .
person. Even though a lot of analy- cieshave considered Loyola lawyers
schools. A speaker at a recent contical editorial decisions are similar to be extremely attractive employference agrees with my perception
to Law Review, ... the differences ment prospects in terms of perthat the law firm job market is good . may frustrate people," said Fine.
sonality, experience and training.
in Los Angeles. He attributes the
For example, student writers will The loss of government positions
healthy legal employment situation
have to learn other systems, e. g., represents a significant and alarmin the Los Angeles basin to several
'English, of shepardizing cases. -Iri ing change in our particular niche
factors. The analysis is that the inreward for this extra effort, the edi- in the market.
flux of foreign money into-Los An- .
tors stated that the Journal will proMore graduates must move then
geles is creating legal work in all
vide its writers with a great oppor- into private practice, but even so,
areas, especially in tax and interturtity for making contracts in the fewer 1980 grads went into solo
national. law. He also cited the
field of International Law.
work directly out of law school. .
swing of the population center
"Our' materials basically come There were a few more graduates
westward with Los Angeles becom(Continued on page 6).' going into corporate counsel reing the most potent financial and
sponsibilities, Although that area is
(Continued on page 7)
rapidly growing, corporate legal

lLJ Stronger Than Ever
\

By Mitch Earle
How's Frank?
He's Fine.
And so promises to be the journal
of which he is editor.
Begun in 1978 by Professor Wilson and some interested students,
- the International and.Comparative
Law Journal is this year run by a
"very close-knit group," according
to Editor-in-Chief Frank Fine.
After a disappointing turnout by
potential writers during the waning
summer months, the Journal's
Board of Editors recently sponsored
another write-on competition and
has selected its staff for the 1981-82
school year.
Executive Editor Jim Redwood
distinguished the ILJ from Law
Review-saying that whereas "law
reviews tend to be run-of-the-mill,
the International Journal is much
more specialized."
Both Redwood and Fine felt that
the International Law field is rapidly expanding. "There is a tremendous crossover between International Law and Corporate, Tax,
etc.," noted Fine. Redwood added
that Los Angeles in particular does a
great deal of International Law.
Both editors cited former Dean
Ted Bruinsma's support as decisive
in the Journal's obtaining two units
per semester for staff since Spring of
1981. Bruinsma preferred to see articles emphasizing strong business

values; commented Fine. To earn
.the units, articles must be of "publishable'quality."
.
There are currently five core
courses in the International Law
field offered at Loyola, plus a
course in International Human Relations taught this past summer.
The Editorial Board, aided by a
usual staff of 25-30_ students, is
responsible for publishing one vol-.
ume per year.
Eveningstudents enjoy a greater
degree of participation in this group
than in other groups, claimed Fine.
The ILJ is "not really competing

AN APPEAL TO YOU!
Over the last few months, there have been a very large
amount of trays that have diappeared from the coffee shop. A
few have turned up in trash cans, bathrooms of both men and
women, on the floor in the halls, in the trailers, and also outside on the parking lot. Many others have just disappeared
completely. The trays are only for use to carry your food and should
be returned. They are costly and it would be greatly appreciated if care was given to return them to their rightful
place.

Thank you
Gil
Loyola Snack Shop

Best Available Notice
.

-

Beginning sometime in the next few weeks, there will be printed at the
start of each week a bulletin with copies available for day and evening
students listing information and deadlines concerning examinations,
financial aid and clinic applications, placement office interviews, bar exam applications, and pertinent news from the Registrar's Office and the offices of the Deans.
.
I have been sensitive to the continuing problem of inadequate notice to
students of the various deadlines and information affecting them. Hopefully, with "the assistance of Dean McAlpin-Grant, this weekly or biweekly bulletin will improve matters.
Further details will be upcoming.
.
Yours,
Tracy Baer
Student-Faculty
Rep -"Evening Div.

-
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Adjusting to Loyola

Zets' Zingers

By Kemp Richardson

/

By Rip Zets
Editor's Note: Over the summer The Loyola Reporter, in an
effort to shake its stuffy image,
hired Rip Zets, former cub reporter for the Dubuque Beagle.
Here's his first, and, maybe last,
report on how some of your
favorite personalities spent their
summer.
Recently-appointed Dean Rosen showed his priorities by ignoring the September issue of
Playboy which featured a nude
pictorial of Bo Derek and instead
picked up the September issue of
Gentlemen's Quarterly which
featured a nude pictorial of Bo
Ties.
Jesse, the security guard, left
the Loyola LawSchool security
swat team because he got a job as
a stand-in for Eric Estrada on
CHiP's.
Professor Leibler is still
posting assignments for last
year's class.
Good News, Bad News Dept.:
First, the good news .. ProfessorMay gave a summer course
entitled "How to Take Notes

Quickly."
The bad news
everyone flunked because they
couldn't write fast enough.
Moe spent the month of July
going to Dodger games. Gil
laughed at Moe and went to Angelgames,
While the Angels were on the
road, Gil practiced giving out
change on a new gold rug which
he bought for the new building.
Professor Grant's grades for
his first year class that took the
Bar Exam this summer should be
out by this Thanksgiving.
Professor Kanner broke his
cardinal rule by allowing Gil to
buy him three free lunches.
Lovola library won a L.A.
civic award for having both the
coldest and hottest kept library
in the country.
Professor Bud Ogren, while
fishing in ~orthern Minnesota,
read three classic Con Law
books: Barrett on Con Law,
Moby Dick, and How the
Grinch Stole Christmas.
Over the summer, professor
Hirschtick lost another 50
pounds and lent 25 of them to
professor Josephson.

Naturally, this reporter entered
Loyola expecting to quickly move
into his high niche of influence
within the inner circlesof the school
hierarchy. I mean, being .on my
way to becoming the next Louis
Nizer, how could I possibly expect
less?After taking a job at the school
library, I was immediatelyinformed
that I would be given my very own
office. I was pleased with this, of
course, but ha dly surprised. After
all, I was on my way to the top ..It
was only when I saw my office
door, however, that I began to suspect that things were somehow
amiss: my office door said "Men."
Actually, working where I do isn't
so bad, it's just that I don't like having to move every time someone has
to go.

I'm young, handsome, enterprising, and I don't doubt myself. For
instance, one of my professorssingled
me out to come to one of his fashionable westsideparties. I felt a thrill of
pride. Between shining shoes, serving drinks, and escorting drunk superior court judges to their cars, I
covered some vital, "classifiedbit of
information.
It seems that Ms. O'Connor was
nominated to the. Supreme Court
because they were looking for de-

pendable kitchen help. The real
reason for the 1980 Olympics boycott was that Jimmy Carter couldn't
make the track team in high school.
Ronald Reagan's jelly beans are actually cleverly disguised stewed
prunes. Woodward and Bernstein,
beware.
Sornebody's knocking on my office door, and he sounds impatient.
Until next time, this is your first
year reporter signing off. Good
night.

W-hen election time for section
reps rolled around, I naturally
threw my hat into the ring. Whatbetter way could there be to move
into my deservedly lofty position?
In the election I receivedno votes at
all, but this did not discourage me.
With some hard work I figure I can
at leastdouble that figure next year.
OK, so it's going to be a longer
road to the top than I thought, but

Libel & Slander Night Planned
The executive committee for
Libel and Slander Night 1982 was
announced at a general meeting of
the Day SBAheld on September 16th.
Slated to produce this year's show is
Howard Davinewho will be joined
by Eric Seiter and Annette Fields in
directorial capacities.
For those unfamiliar with Libel
and Slander Night, it is the Loyola
student body's annual musical!
comedy production, considered by
audiences to be the highlight of the
school year. It is probably the only
time in law school the students can
get back at their professors - in a
spirit of good, clean, American fun
of course.
While past productions of the
show had always been enjoyable,

last year's edition proved to be a
. tremendous step toward a truly professional production. Who can forget Mike Coornb's classic portrayal
of Professor Ogren, Seth Aronson's
impersonation of Professor Trinkaus, the highly talented Libel and
Slander Night band, and of course,
the great Josephson Challenge.
"While it's true that the 1981edition was a phenominal improvement over years past, it was just a
glimmer of the potential of this kind
of show," stated producer Howard
Davine, "Most people don't realize
the extent to which the show was a
product of last minute preparation.
This year, we hope to begin with a
well-organized committee proceedJng at a well thought-out pace. One

of last year's major drawbacks was
that the production was too firmly
in the hands of one individual, who
although quite capable, did not
realize his own limitations, and
took on too much responsibility
himself. Hopefully, the committee
system will resolve that."
"We'd like to begin soliciting
ideas and skits for the show immediately," added director Eric Seiter.
"There are many funnyand talented writers among the student body,
and we strongly encourage them to
contact us with any contribution
they'd like to offer to this year's
show. Our first priority at this point
is to get some quality work on
paper."
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By Terry Canfield ~
and
Mitch Earle
Students received their grades in
late summer and now it's time for
the professors to get theirs. Classes
have been in session for six weeks,
and the endless gossiping about professors has again begun. To continute a tradition, we are providing
a portion of the professor and course
evaluation results from Spring
1981. The five questions on the opposite page were selected as
representative' of the twenty-two
queries included on the evaluation
, form filled out by students in each
class. Although this sampling may
have been more useful before regis- tration to those who had a choice in
, professor and class selection, we
hope it will be of interest to you as
well as an aid for future semesters.
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ALARCON, Crim law Sem (D)
16/23
70%
BENSON, Ad law I (D)
51/89
59%
BENSON, Ad law I (E)
34/34
100%
BENSON, legislation (E)
30/34
88%
BENSON, Ad law II (D)
24/32
75%
BENSON, Ad law II (E)
11/12
92%
CARSON, Inte I Property (D)
20/27
74%
CASTANARES, Sec Trans Real Prop (E)
36/40
90%
COOPER, Ent law (E)
30/36
83%
COSKRAN, Comm leas (D)
23/26
88%
COSKRAN, CO!T1mleas (E)
95% 20/21
_ COSKRAN, Future Ints (D)
18/23
78%
COSKRAN, Future Ints (E)
10/10
100%
COWEN, Trusts and Wills (D)
74/90
82%
COWEN, Trusts and Wills'(E)
47/64
68%
FEDER, Sec Trans Real Prop (D)
63/69
91%
FIORE, Estate Planning (E)
20/24
83%
FISCHER, lawyering Skills (D)
11/13
85%
- GARBESI, Con law (E)
87/100
86%
GARBESI, Contracts (D)
78/108
72%
GIRARDI, Trial Adv (E~
16/20
80%
, GOLDMAN, Crim Proc (E)
64/79
81%
GRANT, Civil "roc (E)
75/88 '
85%
HIRSCHTICK, Compensation (E)
28/42
67%
HIRSCHTICK, Bus and Tax Planning (E)
20/25
80%
HOBBS, Trial Adv (D)
17/18
94%
JOSEPHSON, Crim law (D)
106/123
86%
JOSEPHSON, Crim law (D)
60/67
90%
JOSEPHSON, Evidence (D)
60/67
90%
JOSEPHSON, Evidence (E)
36/40
!l0%
KANNER, Property (D)
76/87
87%
lANDRUM, Fed Inc Tax Plan for Inds
10/10
100%
lASKY; Workers Comp (E)
14/18
78%
LIEBLER, Corporations
50/70
71%
LIGHTFOOT, Crim Proc (D)
88/96
92%
LIGHTFOOT, Adv Fed Crim Proc (D)
22/23
96%
lOWER, Con law (D)
76/90
84%
lOWER, Con law (E)
21/23
91%
lUBITZ, Patent law (E)
12114
86%
LUKE, Urban Housing (E)
~
8/28
35%
lUNA, Bankruptcy (D)
12112
100%
MAY, Civil Proc (E)
921103
89%
MAY, Civil Proc (D)
86/97
89%
McOERMon, Civil Proc (D)
63%51181
McOERMon, legal Ethics (D)
61/75
81%
McOERMon, legal Ethics (E) •
31/43
72%
MORRISSEY, Torts (D)
51/82
62%
OGREN, Con law (D)
771115
67%
25/39 ' 64%
ROBINSON, Remedies (E)
ROSEN, Contracts (D)
15/83
18%
ROSEN, Contracts (E)
24/96
25%
RUSSEll,Bankruptcy
(E)
12113 .92%
SCHECHTER, Corps (E)
40/45
89%
SCHECHTER, Prev Antit (D)
7/9
78%
SIEGEL, lawyering Skills (D)
12112
100%
SilVER, Trial Adv (E)
14/15
93%
SLiSKOVICH, Fed Inc Tax II (D)
74/85
87%
SLiSKOVICH, Fed Inc Tax II (E)
19/31
61%
STEWART, Property (D)
45/85
53%
STEWART, Property (E)
94/112
84%
SUlNICK, Torts (D)
73%
83/113
SUlNICK, Torts (E)
77/105
73%
TEVIS, Contracts (D)
82189
92%
TEVIS, Sec Trans Pers Prop (D) •
16/16
100%
TRINKAUS, Family law (D)
37/50
74%
TRINKAUS, Family law (E)
14/21
67%
TRINKAUS, Remedies (D)
54/66
82%
TUNICK, Civil Proc (D)
89/110
81%
50/86
TUNICK, Crim Proc (D)
58%
62173
UElMEN, Evidence (D)
85%
UELMEN, Trial Adv (D)
19/23
83%
17/23
WELLS, Draft Bus/Comm Agmts (E)
74%
, ZAVOS, Torts (D)
80/91
88%
87% '
13/15
ZAVOS, land Use Controls (E)
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New Building -:-----~-......
------(Continued from page 1)
the construction of' th'e building
which may prove to function better
on paper than in practice. For example, all the stairways are located
outside. Although this leaves more
occupiable space inside the building, during the winter months the
stairs probably won't get much lise.
Also, most of the ceilings in the
building are exposed. .This gives a
feeling of spaciousness, but the exposure of water pipes and the lack of
accoustical tile will contribute to a
noisier atmosphere.
Future Phases
The second phase of the master
plan willbegin al~ost immediately
after the new-building is completed.
The area to be developed is now occupied by the temporary trailers.
This phase includes a moot courtroom, chapel and two free standing
classrooms capable of holding 120
students.
Ground-breaking
is
scheduled for early 1982 and the
construction will take two years to
complete.'
Coinciding with the second phase
and as an interim measure, the
building now occupied by the law
school will undergo some changes as
-well. Gil's and the dining area will
be gutted and renovated to house
Loyola Law Review and the International and Comparative Law

Journal.
The next few years will be excitClassrooms A, Band C will still ing and hectic, but undoubtably
be used, especially by first year stu- frustrating and noisy for the Loyola
dents. The classrooms in the new law student. The end result, howbuilding only hold 55 people. Some ever, will be worth all the waiting
of the faculty offices will be turned . and inconvenience. The new caminto interviewing rooms to be used pus, as it is envisioned, will enhance
by the Placement Office.
both the quality of education and
The off-campus clinics will be re- the campus environment that Fulocated to campus. Other areas, in- ture students can expect. Major procluding some administrative offices jects such as this assure the growth
and the faculty library will tempo- of Loyola Law School in t e future.
rarily not be used until the third and
final stage of the master plan.
The final phase will complete renovation and expansion of the library. (The law library of Loyola is
the second, largest private school (Continued from page 3)
from overseas," said Redwood, who
law library in California and the
planned renovation is designed to is eager to pursue International
Law as a career. "This sometimes
remedy the existing space limitapresents translation problems and
tion.)
.
therefore it's desirable if [Journal
, While plans for the second phase
members] have foreign language
are firm, the plans for the third
skills." Most of the contributions"
phase are not, as.many details restem from the Western Industrialmain to be worked out. Part of the
ized nations, added Redwood.
problem IS the time lag between the
Asked about the task that lay
initial conception of the master plan
and the present when it is to be im- -, ahead for him as an editor, Fine responded that he is "very much inplimented. The needs and expectaterested in the challenge of COOTtions of law students have changed.
dinating some 30-40 people in [proOne obvious example of this is the
ducing] a legal publication."
necessity of including video facili- "I'm hoping that next year, Loyola
ties somewhere in the master plans;
students will realize the importance
the requirement
of Lawyering.
of International Law in its relation
Skills was made subsequent to the
to traditional areas of expertise."
conception of the master plan.

lettenonet

.

The opportunity to influence' the students that such a right be
granted, it is important to note that
decision- making process of Loyola's
the dispute arose primarily because
Administration arises all too infrequently to allow such an occasion to students felt they had been dealt
pass without comment. With the with in somewhat of a strongarmed and under-handed fashion,
resignation of former Dean Bruinsma and the unfortunate death of As- one that has been experienced all
sociate Dean Father Vachon, as too often.
There has been significant notice
well as the,current construction and
made of the fact that the Adminispending move into the new buildtration has quite frequently felt they
ings, Loyola is presently in a critical
know what is better for the students
stage of its existence, a transitional
period where our concerns must be than do the students themselves.
The past failure to observe the stuexpressed and heard.
dents' interests in this paternalistic
Events of last year call to mind
fashion has not eased the operation
the extreme dissatisfaction of many
of this school, but has instead resultstudents as well as of a few teachers
with the administration
of the ed in more difficulties. It is hoped
that this will not be the case in the
school's affairs. Oneinstance which
future. Whether it is concerning the
comes immediately to mind is that
of the confrontation between the scheduling one free hour a week for
organizational
meetings,
the
students and Dean Bruinsma over
raquetball court we will never
the right to have a student speaker
at graduation ceremonies. Denial of have, or the showers we have but
this right for such reasons as not will never need, the Administration
enough time, previous printing of would do well to communicate
more with the students or the bodies
the programs and lack of an adethat represent them.
quate selection process served only
These lines are not wri tten to conto anger the students and spur them
on to pursue what seemed to be a demn, for what has happened cannot be changed. Rather, the pursimple request. _
-.. Without rehashing the entire epi- pose is to encourage the developsode, one that brought charges of ment of a relationship between the
future Administration and the stulibel against the drafters of a petidents which will be beneficial to all
tion to institute a student speaker
and a resounding mandate by the concerned. All that is asked is that a
greater concern for the needs and
interests of students be shown by
those who determine the course this
school will take and a better understanding of the individuals who will
one day become alumni.

"DO-IT RIGHT
nEVER DO IT AGAin"
BRCagrees with BAR/BR l's slogan, out we adamantly
. what is "right" for the CalifomiaBar,Exam.

disagree about,

. SUppO.t Philo/ophy

..

BRC thinks it's right to provide you with a well-planned study regimen,
continuous integrated testing and personalized feedback and constant affirmative reinforcement.

SA R fBR I states it's -right to let you "sink or swim" explicitly 'stating:
. "we won't hold your hand during the bar reviewcourse,"
,

Jub/tantiuc Study
BRCthinks
it's right to encouraqeand recommend reading of its comprehensive-law summaries and to use its capsule outlines for rapid review, reinforcement and diagnosis.
"

SA RfSR I states it's right to dIscourage reading of their main law summaries and to persuade the student that if you read the small 305-page
"Mini Review" volume, you will have"all the law you will need to know. "

EaGftllman/hip BRC thinks it's right to encouraqeand provide incentives for full participation in its extensive objective and essay examination
program.

SA RfBR I states-it's convenient and sensible that the student should
view all testing, as "totally optional. "
You oweit to.yourself to decide which approach is right for you.
-~
'Please compare ~ when you do, we think you will choose BRC. There is
a difference.
CONTACT YOUR CAMPUS REP.:
o

co

N
<t
M

<!
al

Clarence C. McMaster, "
. Leslie Kenyon
Ellen Beth Ross
Edward J. Deason
David C. Karp
Lori Toyama

BRC

Barrett W. Francis
Catherine H. stevenson
. Cynthia R. Urmer
Thelma Jan,' Cebula
Lori S.Lippman
Ann Fuller

10101 West Jefferson Boulevard, Culver City, California 90230 213/558/3155
129 Hyde Street, San Francisco, California 94102,415/776-3202

Shannon Gallagher
3rd Year Day

Ghanging ----..;..
.(Continued from page 1)
~chool do? Much of the time lie goes
to meetings. "Usually there are four
or five items on the.agenda and only
one that's of interest to me."
Besides that, he often feels like a
man in the middle of a prairie who
is given a glass of water and told to
- put out fires. Much of his time goes
to putting out fires - the little
problems that crop up in a~y institution. "They arise with greater frequency in this organization than in
any other I've ever been connected
with. I think it's because. we're
understaffed." During the recentheat wave caused by broken air conditioning he heard many of the
complaints. The new dean tries to take time out just to talk to people,
to keep in-touch ..
The budget -is a major responsibility. "Unlike a private company
where if you overspend and run into
debt, you go to the bank, we just
don't overspend." Almost the entire
operating budget is paid by tuition.
One of Dean Bruinsma's major accomplishments was the founding of
a program to increase endowments,
based on plans begun by Prof. Lower when he held-the deanship prior
, to Bruinsma.
Along with the new Dean Rosen,
we also have' new Associate Dean
Stewart. The dean' usually ricks his
associate dean as he chooses. Yet
Dean Rosen asked for approval of
his choice anyway, as a measure of
support in what is undoubtedly anunusual situation.
He chose Dan Stewart, an old
friend (their friendship goes back to
1971 when Prof. Stewart first began
teaching at Loyola) because "I have
confidence in him and knew him
well, and thought he could do the
job well ....
He has impressive
credentials, but everyone 'on the
faculty has impressive credentials."
Although administration has never'
been a goal for Prof. Stewart, he
took the job. "I too owed that kind
of loyalty to the school to do what
was asked of me during an emergency situation," said Stewart.
The Assoc. Dean Does ...
Prof. Stewart had planned to
(Continued on page 7)
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Hits, Runs, Volleys

School Picnic: A Sporting Saturday
By Ted Endres
When you put beer, food and·
roftball together on a Saturday afternoon, you have a picnic. When it
takes an hour and a half to pick the
teams, you have a law school picnic.

On'September 26, Loyola Law
School held its annual picnic and
softball game at Loyola Marymount University. One first year
student wanted to play second base;
everyone .else wanted to be his
agent.
Professor-Robert Suinick was present to handle any personal injuries
that might occur. When the game
finally started, Professor Steven
Hirschtick was all over the field
making spectacular defensi ve plays.
Other than that, the game was
largely uneventful.
It was decided that we should
have a strike and a split-season, so
the game was immediately disbanded and a new one set up. In the second game, Professor Michael J 0sephson hit a devastating inside-thepark homerun, or so he says. Once
again, Steven Hirchtick was all over
the field.
There was no umpire for the
game, only eighteen different opinions as to what had occurred on
each play. When the last inning
rolled around, it was discovered
that no one had kept score. Arbitra-"tion proceedings are still pending.
Following the softball --game,
there was a brutal game of touch

football. The game was dominated
court, Steve Ball drove hard into the
by frustrated, hostile third year net while his partner, Marcia Meoli
students ready to get out of school repeatedly helped pull him out of
and start making the mega-bucks.
the net. That match went to Jim
On the opening kickoff, two mas- Parker and Trish. Snyder.
sive armies met at mid-field in a
Best Quote: "I hope my opponent
cataclysmal collision. When the doesn't show up." -:- name withdirt and. dust cleared,
Steven held upon request.
.
Hirschtiok was all over the field.
- Professors Garbesi, Kanner,
The picnic was also the setting for Tevis et al declined to play tennis,
. the first rounds of the tennis tourna- softball or football but they were
ments. The mixed doubles matches 'very active in the eating and talking
were the most exciting. In Malpezzi events.
$ Stanich
v. Vanni $ Thurman
Note: On Sunday mornings at
(1981), Jim Stanich relied heavl!~ 7:30a.m., Loyola MarymountUnion his aerospace lobs to keep the op- versity's basketball gym is reserved
ponents off the net. The strategy for Law School students, faculty
worked as they won in a tie breaker.
and alumni. The competition is serBut the Diogenes' award for "mak- . ious. Professor Michael Lightfoot
ing an honest line call where I shoots from the Twilight Zone with
would have cheated" goes to Greg deadly accuracy, while Professor
Vanni.
.
Michael Josephson is just plain
Meanwhile,
on the adjacent
deadly.

Dean Crant takes first place in the eating and drinking events.

Steve Ball drives hard into the net on game-losing point.

toyola Intramurals Set
Students have been signing up in
droves for the Loyola Law School
athletic tournaments. As of the date
of this report, 14 teams have signed
up for softball, 10 for football, and
38 people have signed up for tennis.
The tennis tournaments, which
began on Saturday, September 26
during the school picnic, include
women's and men's singles as well as
mixed doubles events. Softball and
football begin the first week of October. Because of the large turnout,
teams in these events will be divided
into two leagues and playoffs .will
be conducted between the winners
of the leagues.
Most events will be .held on Sundays at the Loyola main campus.
Tennis-matches after September 26
will be played wherever the contestants arrange because the university

will not reserve tennis courts.
If you are participating in the
tournaments, check the SBA bulletin board regularly for -important
announcements· and game results.

Job Outlook~-

(Continued from page 3)
economic center. Lastly, he feels
that with the troubled economy
more law work is generated along
with increased litigation. The number of law clerk and attorney positions listed quantifies a healthy Los
Angeles private firm market for all
lawyers, including newly trained
ones.
Obtaining a satisfying. job requires that you establish contacts,
get practical experience, take the
counsel of alumni and faculty, .realis.tically assess your priorities and
keep confidence intact. Let the
Placement Center do our part for'
(Continued from page 4)
Those Interested in writing for you. It is hardly in our best interest
Libel and Slander Night 1982 are to have you have your struggling.
urged to contact Eric SeIter at The bottom-line is that statistically,
782-8919 or Howard Davine at. 'anyhow, you will be working har~
and growing successful after pass881-1086. Stay tuned to upcoming
ing the bar.
issues of The Reporter for inforrnaI guess you'll have to forget the
-tion regarding auditions for roles in
the show's cast and for further de- fantasy of rambling across Europe
for a year, at least until you make
velopments in the entertainment
partnerl
world of Loyola Law School.

Libel & Slander

nils TIME. 1l-IE.Y'RE 001N& 10 SEE
THE NEW LOQ?HOLE LASSITER .,.
BR/ERNe CASES, Q./Tl:INtN& THE
MATERIAJ...s,1AI(1N&
COP0J'5 NarEs..I'LL .sI-lOW '81\. COME OJ PROF
BLEAKACRE., LET ME HAVE. IT.

Changing of the Guard ----~

HERE YOU ARE MR. FEI.:OMETHE.R.
TAKE THIS DIME AND CALL -..t:xJR
MOTHER. TELL HER. THERE
15 SERlOU5 OOJBT ABOUT
YOUR BECOMING A LAWYER.

AND

\{)U,

MIGGLEWEAll-IERt

.WHAT IDIOCY00 YOU PLPN ,
TO SHARE WlT}-\ US TODAY?

(Continued from page 6)
teach Property and Remedies in the
Fall and Water Law in the Spring.
With his new responsibilities, that
load was too much to continue. He
elected to teach the Property course
because "it's a fun teaching experience." The Remedies class, which
would have been new to Prof. Stewart, is now being taught by Prof.
Seigel.
.
Arranging switches like this on
short notice is part of the associate
dean's job. In addition to his own
last minute appointment, Dean
Stewart had to contend with an offer to Prof. McDermott to be a
visiting professor in Vermont and
an invitation to Prof. Liebler to
work for the SEC in Washington,
D.C. Those changes are part of the
reason for the confusion in Fall'
registration.
Dean Stewart is also responsible
for scheduling classes and for hiring
adjunct faculty / to teach courses
which the full time professors are
too busy to teach. He is now searching for professors for Jurisprudence
and Entertainment Law for the
Spring semester.
Petitions for change of section go
to Dean Stewart for decision. Many
other student problems also reach
his attention.
Common Goals, Dedication
Both men stressed their common
goals for the school. "Both Gerry
and I believe that the school's primary constituency is the students.
We are trying to do everything in
our power that is reasonable to
make life easy and enjoyable for the
students, within the framework obviously that law studies ,require,"

..........

commented Stewart. As Dean Rosen put it, "I try never to forgetthat
the students are our customers and
deserve the best we can give them."
Neither offered any plans for
sweeping changes of the law school.
After all, they have been on their
jobs for just a few weeks now. New
responsibilities they didn't even
know about keep cropping up. Perhaps once most of the fires are under
control there will be time-for long
range planning.
One thing that came across clearly from talkin~ to them is a dedication, not just to the school, but to
the idea of the law and their responsibility to the future lawyers of this
state. "A law school," said Dean
Stewart, "should be a searcher for
truth."
Dean Rosen stressed preparation
in meeting the needs of the future.
"You can't deal with your idea perceptions, either conservative or liberal. We as professionals have to
deal with what's there .... Our job
is simply to try to make you [students] professionals. It's not to try to
influence your political attitudes:'
While not at all reticent about expressing his own views, Rosen openly defends the rights ('f +hers to
have their own opinion,
Both appointments a, Just for
this year. If the search finds a new
dean in time, Prof. Rosen will get
his sabbatical and the chance to do
some writing and traveling a year
late. Dan Stewart will return to being a full time professor and have
more time for scuba diving and
other hobbies. Perhaps he will finally finish writing his Property casebook. In the meantime the law
school seems to be in capable hands.
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BAR REVIEW

september, 1981

Dear Loyola students:

er

welcome back from what we hope was an enjoyable sunmt

•

students who plan to take the Multistate professional Responsibility
Exam on November 13 are reminded that they must file an application
by ,october 16. our updated professional Responsibility manual is
available immediately for distribution to help you prepare for the
upcoming test.' A down payment of $50 towards your BAR/BRI bar review
course will entitle you to receive that manual and the accompanying
testing materials.

professor Michael spak'S lecture will occur on November 1 at our LoS
Angeles office and will be replayed at various times to be announced.
we look forwdrd ~o sprvinq you in the upcoming months. If you have'
any further questions, please feel free cu conta~t anv of our student
representatives listeabeloW
or call the Los Angeles office-ana spe~---~--~-to one of our attorneys.

sincerely,
The staff of BAR/BRI
Your student
Representativ~s Are:

Marilyn Butler 5'82
474-1686
Mike Cerrina S'82
389-4932
Craig Derecat S'82
399-8242
Karen Kahn 5'82
,620-4375
Kipp LyonS S'82
599-6978
susan Moraga 5'82
761-6718
susan Richter 5'82
661-3589

Ann Snyder S'82
570-1689
Gayle Tamler 5'82
479-6244
ArneVaughan 5'82
208-6877
Karen Henderson 5'83
A76-0759
Marsha Palmer 5'83
858-3742
Bob Schulte 5'83
256-1439
Helen Sweeny S'83
577-8278

HARCOURT BRACE JOVANOVICH LAW GROUP

